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Belgian beard rabbits

 Think you’ve seen about every breed of rabbit there is?

I’ll bet you haven’t seen this one.

Belgian beard rabbits are rabbits with�well, beards (and

they look MUCH better in their beards than Brad Pitt

looks in his). Their history reads like a children’s fairy

tale, but for a long time it was unclear whether or not it

would have a happy ending.

In 1958, on a journey near Limousin, France, Belgian

citizen Raoul Verwulgen met an eccentric individual living

in a wooded area. Strange animals lived in holes in his

backyard; Verwulgen thought they were nutria, but they

were rabbits! He was so fascinated with their unique

appearance that the individual living there gave him a

pair of the unusual animals. Verwulgen brought them to

Belgium and began to develop the breed. In 1962 he

presented the animals under the name “Gentse Baarden” (Genter beard rabbit) at a rabbit show. His

rabbits failed to place at the show, and he subsequently abandoned the idea of developing the

breed.

The beard rabbits were forgotten (and had nearly become extinct) until the early 1990’s when they

caught the interest of Dr. Jürgen Güntherschulze, founder of an animal park for rare domestic

animals. He brought the first beard rabbits to Germany and bred them with varying success. Close

in-breeding, small litters and the small number of female breeding animals made it necessary to

cross the beard rabbits with grey Viennese. The Viennese traits were displaced by breeding the

resulting rabbits with original beard rabbits again, resulting in improved vitality and larger litters.

A handful of committed breeders finally created the association 9D1 (in 2002) for the preservation

of the Belgian beard rabbit and worked to develop a hardy strain. With the help of a breeding book,

the origin of each animal was recorded exactly, to avoid close in-breeding. Within five years 9D1

grew to over 80 members from four countries. In Austria the bearded rabbit is a recognized breed;

likewise in Belgium. In Germany the beard rabbits have been accepted by the federation of German

rabbit breeders BDK; however, the large German federation ZDRK does not yet appreciate the

beard rabbits as a recognized heritage breed.

Good looking and personality plus!

With their striking profile, broad upright ears, gentle brown eyes and dark beard and mane, you

couldn’t ask for a better-looking rabbit. These rare rabbits have an equally handsome personality:

calm and friendly, with sweet dispositions. They actually seek attention from humans, and are said

to act more like small dogs than rabbits. Weighing between 10 and 13 pounds, beard rabbits have a

genetic factor which causes a partial extension of their sooty-colored underwool on the head and

flanks.

The normal fur’s color is agouti, each hair banded in different color zones: blue-black undercoat

followed by a reddish-brown intermediate color, with black hair points. This provides a stunning

contrast to the long dark hair on the head and flanks. Even in newborn kits, beard markings are

recognizable as pink areas on the skin; this is where the fine, wooly long hair will grow. The long hair
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at the flanks is most pronounced with young animals; with older animals it can disappear completely.

The beard remains always.

Anecdotes about the remarkable nature of this rabbit abound: the beard rabbit mother who

successfully defended her babies from a ferret; the beard rabbit who took a midday nap daily with

his owner; another beard rabbit mother who successfully nursed eleven kits on two nests although

she had only seven teats.

I would never have known about the existence of these fine, rare rabbits were it not for the

assistance of beard rabbit expert Ursula Glauser. In addition to bringing my attention to this fine

breed, she has shown endless patience in helping me translate the articles in German, proof this

article for accuracy, as well as provide information and the many beautiful photos of beard rabbits

for the slideshow below. Ursula’s comment on these fine rabbits:

“They are great rabbits and they are so keen on getting ruffled. You can't just put feed in the

bowl. First you have to ruffle the beard”.  ;-))

So, how badly do I want one of these beard rabbits? Real bad. Badly enough that I researched

what it would take to import one, and it looks like a red tape nightmare, all expenses aside (and

they can be considerable) – not to mention the stress on the poor rabbit. I thought about asking

someone to just stick a kit in their pocket before boarding the plane to the U.S. but then I figured

the scanners would pick it up and we would all be arrested and charged with possession of

exploding terrorist rabbits.

Want to discuss your favorite breed of rabbit?  The Dayton Area Rabbit Network's monthly meeting

is coming up this Wednesday, February 10th, 2010!

Subscribe!

To receive email notifications when my new articles post to the Dayton Small Pets Examiner page,

please use the "Subscribe to Email" link below, or follow me on Twitter to receive notification of all

of my articles. Please feel free to email me at bunnybinks@gmail.com with questions, comments or

suggestions.
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Find Rabbits Near You. See Actual Customer Reviews!

Local.com

Local Rabbits

To See Shaving Tips and Techniques Visit Gillette.com Today!

www.Gillette.com/FusionProGlide

Trimming Your Beard

Looking for rabbits on sale? Compare & save up to 48% now!

www.Rabbits.best-price.com

Cheap rabbits

bunnies
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